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Geographic Distribution
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• European readership has grown to 1 out of every 5 and Asian readership has 
also increased



• Readership has become more diverse, with more FinTech and vendor 
readership, as the ‘Other’ category increased from 12% in 2014 to 23% 
currently

What type of firm do you work with?
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Other:

Bus Dev Partner for IRPs
Clearing & Custody
Consortium 
Consulting
Credit Rating Agency
Expert Network
Financial Analyst Training Provider
Financial info
Online research marketplace
Platform company
Primary Research
Standards Body
Technology provider
University
Vendor



What is your role?
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• Readership by those in a management role increased to nearly 50% from 39% 
previously 

Other:

Advertising
Business Development
Business Strategy
Consultancy
Consultant, Sales
Content Distribution

ESG Investment Specialist
Executive Director
Investment Research Product Manager
Research & Management
Strategy
Teaching in finance and governance



Do you subscribe to ResearchWatch premium articles?

• The majority of readers have never subscribed to the premium articles
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How often to you read Integrity’s ResearchWatch service?
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• Readers have become more engaged, with 58% reading articles more 
frequently than weekly compared to 20% in 2014  



Do you forward articles to others?
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• 50% of readers are likely to sometimes or often forward articles



Which regions are of most interest to you? (Check all that apply)
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• US is the region of most interest, followed by Europe and the UK



Which types of research industry participants are of most interest 
to you? (Check all that apply)
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• Articles relating to asset managers are of most interest, followed by 
independents, hedge funds and FinTech

Other:

Corporate
Credit Rating Agencies
Journalists
Media, press
Retail
Tech--aggregators



Which categories of research-related articles are of most interest 
to you? (Check all that apply)
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• Research industry trends/metrics are of most interest, followed by research 
industry news

Other:

Bank research budgets/spend
Cash equities revs at banks
Legislation that would affect the sectors, macro
Macroeconomics
Sustainability



What types of research are of most interest to you?  (Check all 
that apply)
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• Fundamental equity research is of greatest interest, followed by industry 
research and alternative data



What types of research are of most interest to you?  (Check all 
that apply)
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• Fundamental equity research is of greatest interest, followed by industry 
research and alternative data



Which topics are of most interest to you?  (Check all that apply)
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• Research pricing and MiFID II/unbundling were the topics of greatest interest



What other sources do you rely on for research-related news and 
commentary? (Check all that apply)
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• Research pricing and MiFID II/unbundling were the topics of greatest interest

Other:

Dealbreaker
FactSet
Google
Guardian
Investment Association and other bodies
Investors Business Daily
LinkedIn
Market Watch

Markit
Morgan Stanley. Greenwich
NYTimes
QWAFAFEW
Regional Feds, FDIC, Politico & The Hill, SCMP
SNL
The Trade
Washington Post
Yahoo Finance



Which statements regarding ResearchWatch would you agree 
with? (Check all that apply)
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• The majority of respondents agreed that the service helps them learn about 
industry developments

Other: Entertainment



What do you value most about the current ResearchWatch
product?
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Accurate, succinct articles
Articles on smaller/regional brokers. I also like the items on larger firms, but 
those are somewhat easier to find elsewhere.
articles that matter to me
broad knowledge coverage of research landscape --buyside, sellside, 
vendors, corporates/other.  Need to track and understand its evolution
comprehensive and timely coverage
concise
Concise & insightful summaries of key industry developments
Consistently good information about the current state of the investment 
research industry.
Coverage of non-traditional firms, ideas, and products.   Redistributing PR 
releases is not valuable unless you know something more than what's in the 
release.
currency - daily update
Current awareness of product changes and trends.  
Current news / views re: research
Current on issues, has a US view of MiFID II, focus is on Research, most 
other publications tend to focus on Trading.
Daily delivery, free content
Focus on research with bank context
Free content
Great finger on the pulse and great proprietary commentary. Also appreciate 
that you've quickly caught on to the surge in alt. data.
hard to say
high level trends in the industry and impact on independent research; 
compliance related news
"I enjoy seeing this Monday mornings! Surprises me sometimes on things I 
was not expecting or did not know - that's why I like it and look forward to it. I 
like the tone too.(In contrast, Taab can feel like a chore - I read it to make sure 
I did not miss anything, but usually they do not surprise - or excite - me. PI is 
the same way.)Keep up the great work!"
I like its quality and that it's focused on the research industry
I like that it keeps me abreast of current events.
I like the Exclusive section
I liked that the pieces were succinct, up to date with developments, and mostly 
insightful (i.e. not publishing for the sake of publishing).
Industry articles on research trends 
Industry insights
Info on the biz

Information on independent research trends for fundamental research.  
what new Hedge funds are opening and what funds are closing. 
Informed opinion.
Insight from Sandy and Mike...their perspective.
Insights on Alternative Data trends 
keeps me informed
Keeps me up to date 
Keeps me up to speed on research industry trends.
Learning about new IRPs, hearing about the challenges and 
successes of people and firms working in the IRP space (includes info 
on business development, compliance, etc)
MiFD updates
MiFID II compliance  
MiFid is evolving every day and your articles are capturing the trends 
realtime

"news on independent firm growth/hireshealth of the business - size of 
research market to compete for, spend by banks on research depts., 
profiles of  firms/people gaining traction with a differentiated approach"
Nicely written, analytical
Not sure what products are available 
Original content
Original content
"OriginalityTrusted Views and Insight "
Our take 
Probably the guest pieces I can't get elsewhere.
Profiles of new research providers and products 
pulse of market trends for similar independent research firms.
quality and independence
Quality writing. Accurate information. 
Regular Monday email helps me stay informed
reporting
Research industry insights
Research Pricing, Trends Moves
Succinct; well-written.



What do you value most about the current ResearchWatch
product? (Continued)
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The ability to spot trends early with emerging technologies and alternative 
data and new market entrants early before other sources; the deep focused 
knowledge that your service has in the investment research market place  
The comprehensive and updated approach to the whole industry. Excellent 
coverage.
The influence of research on investment decision making and so-called alpha 
return. How alternative research (incl. expert network) contributes to an 
effective performance delta
The insights and news I don't find elsewhere - or what I can find before it is 
available elsewhere.
Thought pieces about the future of the industry.
Timeliness of receipt and insight provided!
Timely articles on industry trends and regulatory changes.  Also awareness of 
key providers and technologies.
Timely industry related information
Timely reporting and valuable insights
Timely, insightful, deep and broad. 
To know more about the research industry
Topical. Well wriiten. Punchy. Opinionated. Like thought pieces from veterans 
too
Topics that are of current interest and relevance to me.
trends on the buyside, trends in commissions and CSA pools, MiFID II and 
other regulatory changes, financial results of public equity research firms, 
trends in equity research
Unique articles and content
Unique articles as well as the 'Our Take' section
Up to date commentary on industry trends and the regulatory environment that 
encompasses the world of investment research.
Up to date news and good commentary on the impact to the industry.
Updates me on 'need to know' info
updates on new research providers and research trends
Useful insight in to news 'Our take'
usually see something unique.
Very interesting and a good way to keep up with relevant developments
Very precise and updated relevant information



What improvements or new features would you like to see?
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A lower price point for premium or even free! for firs years, for 
companies less than a year old (i am in a start up and every penny 
counts).
Annual cocktail party would be nice at various major cities.
Can we change the billing to be an annual subscription instead of 
monthly?
Can't say
Can't think of any off the top of my head.
content's good - one logistical thing: when i click on an article from 
your email, there are too many steps to get to it - i seem to always be 
logged out and once i log in as asked i have to click around to find the 
article i was trying to open.
cover more industry wide issue (equity research) like NY Sales tax 
issues and how firms handle it.
Down the road, might there be a 'lite subscription' version for us more 
'casual' consumers?
Easier log-in process
Given I do not pay I have no right to a special feature
Ha, more content. 
hard to say
I do not follow ResearchWatch or the research industry closely enough 
to offer advice.  
I haven't used the service for quite sometime, hence cannot offer  any 
meaningful suggestions at present.
I think weekly reviews are best and need is for a better table of 
contents including things that you may want to have just premium - but 
enticing people to buy might be good
I would like to see more written on fixed income and credit research 
trends as well as more on other credit agencies and new market 
entrants in that area.  Also, how will MiFID II affect the credit agencies 
and their research products.  There must be some effect but no one 
has written about it explicitly.
I'd like to see profiles of IRPs, but this comment is very self serving 
and biased so feel free to disregard.  I like the ResearchWatch product 
as is - don't know that there is anything out there like it.  Congrats!
In the area of Research M&A, it would be interesting to be able to have 
a timeline of acquisitions - e.g. the research roll-ups current and 
historic

informes y/o informacion sobre proveedores independientes referente a 
servicios de acciones corporativas, en particular para inversores privados.
keep on keepin' on.
Less reporting and more analysis would be valuable.  Sizing markets and 
best practices for firms is also valuable analysis.
Love the product!  You guys Rock!
more about supporting the retail inv markets
More buyside feedback / perspective
More for free
More guests
n/a
New ventures' founders interviews would be very valuable.
no fees for all articles
None  Good product
None. 
"None. Excellent work. Congratulations. "
Not sure - I think you are doing a good job now, would not drastically alter!
Perhaps consider tiered pricing?  If there were an option to view ~10 articles 
per month at a reduced rate, instead of a subscription to the full service, that 
would be attractive.
"Possibly more on People Moves "
Regular updates on the research profession
Seems like there has been a lot about data and data providers more than 
anything.  A bit more on fundamental research would be helpful.  Unique 
industries of fundamental research providers like biotech, paper, timber, 
semiconductors, etc. would be interesting. 
sign in is often a problem
strangely it does not remember me despite saying it will. Also there seems to 
be no home page prompt when you fiest login..to see latest stories
summary digest of important articles, free trial to paid subscription.
"Take the picture of the bridge off the top of the page. Takes up valuable 
space.Might be OK to go to Mon/Wed/Fri"
"Thanks for all the good work, I do read this stuff.Research is the most 
important phase of the investment process."
wiki page for each market participant -- vendor, broker, research facet.
Would be great to have a breakdown of your audience between the various 
categories
Would love to see more on rankings of IRPs globally


